
The bride and groom has chosen the 4

Elements Sand Ceremony as their

committement to each other and the blending

of both families. 

Green, dark blue, light blue and red

represents the 4 elements of creation, all the

elements are present in a marriage, it is the

makings of a great and ever lasting union.

4 Elements Sand Ceremony

Dear Family and Friends,

I  ask the bride and groom to listen

carefully to the words and if you are

both in agreement follow my

instructions. 

I also invite all the couples present here

today to hold hands and in the silence

of your own hearts, renew your

commitment to each other at this time.

4 Elements



Sand Ceremony- 
4 Elements of Life

Green - the earth, solid, 

un-movable, steadfast

Light Blue - the air is

limitless, this is where dreams

and ambitions reside

Blue - the water flows upon

the earth for cleansing and

forgiveness.

Red - the fire element.

Passion, keep the fire lite

The Sand ceremony represents the
blending of two souls into one union

along with the blending of two families.
 

These are the four elements of all of
creation. Together they 

present a marriage making a great and
every lasting union.

 
 

Add a little bit of body text



4 Elements Ceremony
The female energy of the water. The rain

falls upon the earth, flows into streams,

flowing into oceans only to be picked up

again by winds  and droped from tje clouds,

an endless cycle of cleamsing amd washing.

If you both agree, I ask the bride to pour

the dark blue sand in the glass.

 

 

The male energy of air.This is where dream

and ambitions reside. You are to support

each other in your dreams and ambitions.

The air element is the throat chakra, the

breath of life. Be consistent with

communication with each other.

If you both agree, I ask the bride to pour

the light blue sand in the glass.

The female energy of the earth. Solid,

steadfast, un-moveable, you can count on.

The perfect balance where each is to give

and give back throughout  your life time.

If you both agree, I ask the bride to pour

the green sand in the glass.

The male energy, the fire of passion. Al of

creation seeks to survive, reprooduce and

thrive. It is also the source of ife, the Sun.

Religious understanding would be the Holy

Spirit. Invite the Divine of your understanding

into your marriage having the attidude you

each will not give up on each other.If you both

agree, I ask the groom to pour the red sand in

the glass.

The blending of your two souls has been

completed and sealed into one existence

during this lifetime.
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Red


